User-friendly cell patterning methods using a polydimethylsiloxane mold with microchannels.
Techniques for partitioning cell adhesion are useful tools in biological and medical experiments. However, conventional cell patterning methods require special apparatus, special materials or high-level skills. Therefore, we have developed a new cell patterning methodology which can be easily carried out in biological laboratories. Non-cell adhesive material including hydrogel or gas patterns to restrict cell adhesion on a culture dish or glass substrates can be constructed by exploiting a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold with microchannels. The PDMS molds suck non-adhesive materials into microchannels from the inlet of the microchannels and the materials are immobilized onto the substrates with a desired pattern. High resolution under a few micrometers and long-term stability can be realized. This method has been used for analysis of stem cells, muscle cells, neuron development and other cells in collaboration with many biological researchers. Several examples to use this technique are introduced in this review.